
The fastest way to get Acumatica invoices paid

APS ClickToPay is a simple and secure way to have invoices paid 
by your customers with one easy click. It is designed to add to a 
company’s bottom line by adding convenience and ease to the invoice 
paying process. The enhancement software, installation, setup, 
maintenance, training and support are absolutely free. There are no 
billing limits!

Introducing the latest advance for Bank-to-Bank transfers in neatly 
packaged web check technology: our exclusive ClickToPay Direct 
product can reduce chargeback replies to 72 hours for B2B transactions 
while allowing your customers to easily make secure transfers.

Get started with APS Payments today!           www.apspayments.com       |       888.685.1900     |     © 2019

Simple, Convenient, Secure. 

What is APS ClickToPay?

APS ClickToPay Benefits

Get more of your invoices paid

Get your invoices paid faster

Provide convenience for  
your customers

Use a greener solution for  
getting invoices paid

Allows customers to pay via ACH 
or Credit Card

Payments go directly into AR 
Cash Receipts

Available free of charge if 
processing with APS Payments

Cash discounting program  
now available!

See how easy online  
payments can be for  

Acumatica. 

Watch demo:

apspayments.com/
ctp-for-acumatica 

Send an email You get paidCustomer 
clicks a button

ClickToPay
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ClickToPay Requirements
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Every Business. Every Payment. 

ClickToPay features

Simple: You send the invoice. Your customer clicks a 
button. You get paid. 

Convenient: Get paid anywhere, anytime via ACH or 
Credit Card. Payment methods are securely stored 
making it easier for your customers to pay. 

Secure: All transactions are secured using the latest 
PCI/DSS compliant methods. Customer data is 
tokenized and securely stored for future use.

Enable clients to pay online and increase satisfaction.

Get Paid Faster Today!
apspayments.com/ctp-for-acumatica

• Acumatica version 2018R1 or above  

• Must process through APS Payments
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